
IEEE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON EVOLUTIONARY COMPUTING 1997 1A Method for Chromosome Handling ofr-Permutations of n-Element Setin Genetic AlgorithmsG�okt�urk �U�colukI. IntroductionCOMBINATORIAL optimization problems are in thedomain of Genetic Algorithms (GA) interest. Unfor-tunately ordinary crossover and mutation operators causeproblems for chromosome representations of permutationsand some types of combinations. This is so because o�-springs generated by means of the ordinary operators areof a great possibility no more valid chromosomes. A vari-ety of methods and new operators that handle that sort ofobscenities are introduced throughout the literature.Solutions are observed to fall into one of the followingthree categories:� Disquali�cation: The idea is to allow the generation ofthose invalid chromosomes but assign such a low �tnessvalues that they got eliminated in the forthcoming selectionprocess. This simple method has its disadvantage of beingextensively time consuming. The genetic engine spendsmost of its time generating invalid chromosomes and theneliminating them.� Repairing: In this approach invalid chromosomes aregenerated but then fed into a intermediate process wherethey are transformed into valid ones. Here the key idea is todo the least modi�cation such that the merits of crossoveris preserved.� Inventing Specialized Operators: Instead of creating in-valid chromosomes the GA operators are modi�ed to gen-erate only valid chromosomes.Falling into the third category and concerning permutation-respecting crossover operators, the following operators areworth to mention:� Partially mapped crossover (PMX). [1]� Order crossover (OX). [2]� Edge recombination crossover (ERX). [3]All of the above mentioned works are solutions to the ge-netic handling of n-permutations of n objects problem. Theproposed technique is an alternative to these and is a solu-tion to a more general problem. In the following section atechnique for GA to deal with r-permutations of n-elementsets, where the representation is crossover and mutation ro-bust, is introduced. This means that the o�-springs gener-ated by crossover and mutation are still valid chromosomesand no special de�nitions for these operators are needed:the conventional bit-string crossover and mutation opera-tors su�ces.G. �U�coluk is with the Department of Computer Engineer-ing, Middle East Technical University, 06531 Ankara, Turkey.E-mail:ucoluk@ceng.metu.edu.tr

II. Proposed MethodIn the proposed method the problem of representing r-permutations of n-elements in a chromosome is viewed as aproblem with two stages. For each of these stages a di�er-ent genetic encoding is proposed. So, a chromosome thatwill correspond to a speci�c r-combination (without repe-tition) of some n-elements will have two components:1. The encoding of which r-combination of the n-elementset it is.2. The encoding of which permutation of that speci�c r-combination set it is.With these encodings the conventional crossover and mu-tation operators will cause no problem and will generatevalid o�springs.So for example consider the case where we are going torepresent the below given 7-permutation of the 12-elementset f1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11; 12g:10; 2; 3; 8; 1; 11; 9Our approach will be to1. encode the 7-combination (1; 2; 3; 8; 9; 10; 11),2. then encode the way the places of that 7-combinationhas to be permuted to obtain the given 10; 2; 3; 8; 1; 11; 9.For this example this is the permutation (6; 2; 3; 4; 1; 7; 5).A. The Encoding of \Which r-combination"The proposed method is to enumerate all the r-combinations in a lexicographical order and to use the enu-meration number for the GA coding. Let us assume thatthe n-element set is represented by the setfm j 1 � m � ng:An r-combination � is of the form (�1; : : : ; �r) where1 � �i � n ^ �i < �i+1 for i = 1; : : : ; rWe de�ne Sn : Nr 7! N to be a bijective functionthat provides the lexicographical order number of any r-combination of a n-element set de�ned above. Sn can beexpressed [5] in mathematical terms as:Sn(�) = �nr�� rXi=1 � n� �ir � i+ 1�The inverse of Sn exists and is de�ned through:�i = �S�1n (N)�i= n�maxfx j � xr � i+ 1� � 
(n; r;N; i)g



where 
(n; r;N; i) is de�ned as:
(n; r;N; i) 4= �nr��N � i�1Xj=1� n� �jr � j + 1�Though this de�nition of S�1n (N) seems somewhat com-plex, it is not so actually: The elements of the permuta-tion, namely the �i s are obtained in the i = 1; 2; : : : ; rorder. Here in each step the previously obtained �i valuesare made use of. The point in the calculation where onehas to �nd the maximal integer x that satisfy� xr � i+ 1� � (Some calculated value)is from the computational point of view not problematic.Since x and r � i� 1 are bound to be in the ranges [1; n]and [1; r] respectively, constructing a precomputed tableTm;k 4= �mk� for m = 1; 2; : : : ; n k = 1; 2; : : : ; rat the initialization phase (of the GA engine) and perform-ing a binary search in there is su�cient to locate the xvalue.B. The Encoding of \Which permutation"The proposed method for this phase is to describe a per-mutation by means of its inversions [4]. For a permutationi1; i2; : : : ; ir of the set f1; 2; : : : ; rg we let aj denote thenumber of integers in the permutation which precede j butare greater than j. So, aj is a measure of how much out oforder j is. The sequence of numbers a1; a2; : : : ; ar is calledthe inversion sequence of the permutation i1; i2; : : : ; ir.For example the inversion sequence of the permutation4; 8; 6; 2; 5; 1; 3; 7 is 5; 3; 4; 0; 2; 1; 1; 0. Here, for example,the 4 (which is the 3rd element in the inversion sequence)is saying that there are exactly 4 elements in the permuta-tion which are to the left of 3 end are greater than 3 (Yesthis is true, they are: 4; 8; 6; 5).The inversion sequence a1; a2; : : : ; ar satis�es the condi-tions 0 � ai � r � i for i = 1; 2; : : : ; rAs seen there is no restriction on the elements which saysai = aj is forbidden for i 6= j. This is of course veryconvenient for the crossover and mutation operations inGA.Below two iterative algorithms are given. The �rst gen-erates the inversion sequence of a given permutation andthe second does the inverse (generates the correspondingpermutation of a given inversion sequence).

Input perm : array holding the permutationOutput inv : array holding the inversion sequencefor i 1::r dof invi  0m 1while permm 6= i dof if permm > i then invi  invi + 1m m+ 1 g gInput inv : array holding the inversion sequenceOutput perm : array holding the permutationUses pos : dummy array for intermediate result1for i r::1 dof for m i+ 1::r doif posm � invi + 1 then posm  posm + 1posi  invi + 1 gfor i 1::r do permposi = iC. Using the Method in GABy this method a chromosome or a subsection of it,which has to keep an r-permutation of n-elements, will con-sist of1. A gene which has alleles that are natural numbers andare limited above by �nr�.2. A sequence of r genes2 where the allele of each elementis a natural number. The maximal allele value alloweddecreases by one at each element from the �rst position ofthe sequence to the last one.In GA applications natural number valued genes are usu-ally represented by bit strings, which are the binary rep-resentation of that number. The limitation is very easilycontrolled by the choosing a restricted bit length and/ora modulo operation. Except this limitation of the max-imal values, which always is the case in GA applicationswith numerical alleles, there is no extra restriction or orderthat has to be preserved throughout the GA operations.Whatever crossover or mutation will produce will inher-itly correspond to a valid r-permutation. Now there is aquestion to be answered:� What characteristics of the parents will be inherited bythe o�spring?Assuming that an ordinary bit-string one-point crossoveris performed on both components of the chromosome, wecan state that the o�springs in:the combination part will have a close similarity to theirparents. One of the two o�springs will receive its high-most bits from one of the parents and the other o�springwill receive them from the other. Since the allele is a num-ber that corresponds to a place in a lexicographical orderthe donor of the high-most bit segment will determine therough position in the order. The low-most bits coming from1The use of this array can be avoided by a more elaborated algo-rithm but this will not reduce the time complexity.2Actually (r � 1) su�ces, since invr is always zero.



the other parent will somewhat provide a minor alternationto this position.the permutation part will inherit characteristics from bothparents. For one of the o�spring, one of the parents, p1, willprovide the displacement information of some of the per-mutation elements (lets call them E 0) and the other parent,p2 will provide a similar information for the remaining per-mutation elements (E 00). Of course the other o�spring willreceive the displacement information for E 0 and E 00 from p2and p1, respectively.Similar properties can be stated for mutation. It has tobe pointed out though, a mutation that hits the high-mostbits in the combination part is more severe than a hit ofthe low-most bits. This is not so for the permutation part,here any valid alternation has the same e�ective severeness.D. An ExampleLets assume we are representing 7-permutations out ofa 12 element set in a chromosome. We will display a one-point crossover of two such permutations. Consider thefollowing two permutations3.Perm1 : 10; 2; 3; 8; 1; 11; 9Perm2 : 7; 3; 6; 1; 4; 12; 8In the proposed method each of these two permutationswill be represented by a chromosome that holds two piecesof information:1. \Which 7-combination of the 12 elements"2. \Which permutation of that 7-combination"The Sn function introduced in section II-A provides theanswer for the �rst question:Perm1 is a permutation of the 7-combination (1; 2; 3; 8; 9;10; 11). Feeding it into Sn we obtain the sequence numberfor this particular 7-combination: 122.Perm2 is a permutation of the 7-combination (1; 3; 4; 6; 7;8; 12). Sn applied on this combination yields the sequencenumber: 291.To obtain the answer to the second question we will �rstconsider the 7-combinations stated above the base form ofthe permutation. For a moment let us deal with Perm1only. If we consider (1; 2; 3; 8; 9; 10; 11) as the base per-mutation and label the positions with 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7 re-spectively, Perm1 is labelwise the (6; 2; 3; 4; 1; 7; 5) permu-tation. Similarly Perm2 is labelwise the (5; 2; 4; 1; 3; 7; 6)permutation when (1; 3; 4; 6; 7; 8; 12) is considered as thebase and labeled with 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7 respectively. The `in-verted sequence' method introduced in section II-B willprovide the answer of the second question:Perm1 is labelwise represented by (6; 2; 3; 4; 1; 7; 5) withrespect to its 7-combination (when it is labeled as1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7). For (6; 2; 3; 4; 1; 7; 5) The inversion algo-rithm yields the inversion sequence:(4,1,1,1,2,0,0).Perm2 , similarly, is labelwise represented by the permu-tation (5; 2; 4; 1; 3; 7; 6) (w.r.t. its own 7-combination) andthis has an inversion sequence of:(3,1,2,1,0,1,0).This is what the chromosomes look like:3these permutations were generated randomly.

Perm1 : 0001111010 4 1 1 1 2 0 0Perm2 : 0100100011 3 1 2 1 0 1 0Here the sequence numbers 122 and 291 are displayed intheir binary form since crossover will take place at thebit boundaries of the binary representation. On the otherhand, the inversion sequence is not represented so, sincea crossover will not take place within the binary represen-tation of the sequence elements, but will merely be car-ried out by swapping the sequence elements themselves.Now assume the crossover process has chosen the followingone-point-crossover boundaries (for each component of thechromosomes).000111 1010 4 1 1 1 2 0 0010010 0011 3 1 2 1 0 1 0The two o�springs are:O�spring1 : 0001110011 4 1 2 1 0 1 0O�spring2 : 0100101010 3 1 1 1 2 0 0The crossover process has produced the new sequencenumbers 115 and 298 for the O�spring1 and O�spring2,respectively (those are what the new binary numberssay). Using the S�1n operation introduced in sec-tion II-A one obtains that 115 corresponds to the 7-combination (1; 2; 3; 7; 8; 10; 11) and 298 corresponds to(1; 3; 4; 6; 8; 9; 10). Furthermore doing the inverted se-quence ) permutation conversion by means of the algo-rithm described in section II-B we observe that the bredlabelwise permutations are (5; 2; 4; 3; 1; 7; 6) for O�spring1and (6; 2; 3; 1; 4; 7; 5) for O�spring2. Rewriting the (new)7-combinations in these (new) label orders we obtain:O�spring1 : 8; 2; 7; 3; 1; 11; 10O�spring2 : 9; 3; 4; 1; 6; 10; 8III. ConclusionA new method for representing r-permutations of n-elements as GA chromosomes has been introduced. In con-trast to the conventional ones this proposed representationis not handicaped under crossover and mutation. The pro-posed method is used in various scheduling and timetablingGA applications problems and is observed to perform ex-teremly well. References[1] D.E. Goldberg and R. Lingle, Alleles, Loci, and the TravellingSalesman Problem, in:J.J. Grefenstette (ed), Proceedings of theFirst International Conference on Genetic Algorithms and TheirApplication, Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, Hillsdale, NJ, 1985,pp. 154-159
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